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"We never grow tired of good news `how come' mysteries of this kind....These story brainteasers
are often solved in groups...with solvers asking yes-or-no questions of the puzzle poser (the one
holding this book, perhaps). A novel feature of this volume is a `Clues' section containing sample
questions and answers, allowing you to play along solitaire."--Games World of Puzzles. 96
pages, 24 b/w illus., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4.

From Publishers WeeklyIn this clever companion picture book to their hilarious etiquette guide,
It's a Spoon, Not a Shovel, the Buehners use wit and very punny humor to tackle the issue of
ethics for children. The multiple-choice format here translates into more of a spirited guessing
game than a classroom-style quiz. On each spread one or more animal characters faces an
ethical dilemma (should Ima Scalebody the fish cheat on her test? Should Howie Hogg clean up
the toys he took out?). Readers are encouraged to assess the situation and choose a suitable
(and usually obvious) answer from three selections. As one of the many visual bonuses in this
volume, the letter of the correct response is hidden somewhere in Mark Buehner's illustration.
The artist's passion for visual surprise doesn't end there: he has also concealed bumblebees,
cats, rabbits and dinosaurs, among other things, in each of his lush and expressive oil-and-
acrylic paintings. From a school of fish in an underwater classroom to rats in a cafeteria, the
artist tweaks familiar settings by populating them with his own gently anthropomorphic animal
kingdom. Caralyn Buehner's snappy, alliterative text makes for an exuberant read-aloud, perfect
for sharing between parent and child. Grown-ups will guffaw over such aptly named critters as
the flies Buzzer and Annoya McFly, and rats Diseasa and Fungusto. But best of all, this book
brims with the sort of solid values every child should learn: never lie, follow the rules, obey your
parents and think of others. Ages 4-8.Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.From
School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 3AFollowing the format of their popular picture book
about manners, It's a Spoon, Not a Shovel (Dial, 1995), the Buehners now take on behavioral
issues. On each double-page spread, readers are given three choices, two of them obviously
wrong and quite amusing, and must pick the proper behavior for the animal in question.
Situations include promising to do something until a more attractive offer comes along;
considering a lie to avoid punishment; wanting to cheat on a test; and being tempted to destroy
or litter property. The language is filled with tongue-tripping alliteration and wit: "Run over Rudy's
red rubber radio repeatedly." The large, bright illustrations, executed in oils and acrylics, sustain
the text's humor. A group of fish are, literally, in school; a bat reads Wait Until Dark; Santa and his
reindeer fly across the Arctic sky; and a fish has a packet of Gummy Worms. Children can
search the illustrations for the letters of the correct answers and check their responses in the
answer key. Many animals are also hidden in each picture. This title will provide ample material



for class discussions on moral conduct while at the same time inviting individual readers to pore
over the illustrations to discover the many visual jokes.AMarianne Saccardi, Norwalk
Community-Technical College, CTCopyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Kirkus
ReviewsThe Buehners (It's a Spoon, Not a Shovel! 1995, etc.) continue their mission to make
learning decorum a giggle instead of a slap on the wrist. In page-long fables, animals such as
Ollie the Octopus and Rateesh Rat get into situations that demand decisions, while multiple-
choice quizzes allow readers to participate. When Ollie's mother calls him for dinner, should he
obey her, or stay and play? When Rateesh is feeling lonely, will hoarding or sharing his cheese
endear him to rodent playmates? The letter of the correct answer is hidden somewhere in the
lush illustration accompanying every tale, and some of these are difficult to find; regardless, the
answers are provided at the end of the book. The illustrations must be pored over; observant
readers will discover an intrepid bee in every take and plenty of hidden silliness: sheep-shaped
clouds, a gummy-worm fish snack, Santa departing from the North Pole. Most children will have
no problem discerning correct behavior, and some adults may wince in recognition at the black-
and-white approach to ethics: It's not right to lie about a child's age at restaurants where those
under five eat free. (Picture book. 4-8) -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved.About the AuthorCaralyn and Mark Buehner are the husband-and-wife team behind
the New York Times bestsellers Snowmen at Night and Snowmen at Christmas. They live in Salt
Lake City, Utah.Caralyn and Mark Buehner are the husband-and-wife team behind the New York
Times bestsellers Snowmen at Night and Snowmen at Christmas. They live in Salt Lake City,
Utah.Read more
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Lateral Thinking: Creativity Step by Step Of Course!: The Greatest Collection of Riddles & Brain
Teasers For Expanding Your Mind



Barbara Hegedus, “GREAT LATERAL THINKING PUZZLES. These puzzles can be frustrating -
but usually, with persistence, can be solved, even on a "slow thinking" day. I enjoy trying and
usually succeed. If I need help, the answers are at the back of the book. If you're tired of other
puzzles, give these a try.”

June J. McInerney, “Clever Conundrums. Paul Sloane and Des MacHale are masters of lateral
thinking puzzles. Their  gaming books, this one and 
  
Classic Lateral Thinking Puzzles

  
  
, are absolute delights with their uncanny conundrums. Cleverly and humorously illustrated by
Myron Miller, this one offers a variety of a particular style of word puzzles that, purposely lacking
certain details that one must fill in order to solve, have been used in a number of venues,
including businesses and schools, to fire up the problem-solving process and to spark creative
"out-of-the-box" thinking.I occasionally dip into these two collections just for the fun of them or,
sometimes, when I need to jolt my own aging mind into more creative thinking processes. Some
of the puzzles are downright easy to solve, some require a bit of brain power, while others seem
a bit ludicrous in their difficulty. However, this is fun, albeit tricky, stuff! And a great way to spend
an otherwise idle, lazy Sunday afternoon.Review written by June J. McInerney, author of "The
Basset Chronicles", "Cats of Nine Tales", and "Adventures of Oreigh Ogglefont".”

Gail_S, “Five Stars. I use these with my Gifted/Talented students, and they always ask for more!”

The book by Paul Sloane has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided feedback.
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